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MCK responds to La Presse articles
TERRITOIRE MOHAWK NON CÉDÉ?
For Immediate Release
(Kahnawake – 26, Kenténha/October 2017) The Mohawk Council of
Kahnawà:ke (MCK) wishes to inform the community that it has responded to
a series of Opinion articles that appeared in the La Presse newspaper
recently, entitled, "TERRITOIRE MOHAWK NON CÉDÉ?" The articles
question the historic presence of Mohawks on the Island of Montreal and the
City's position, recently recognizing the Island of Montreal as unceded
Mohawk Territory.
In a letter to the editor of La Presse, to be published in the Montreal Gazette
on Friday, October 27, 2017, Grand Chief Joseph Tokwiro Norton stated, "To
shed light on this issue, the newspaper chose to highlight the positions of
four non-Indigenous historians. La Presse did not think to contact the
Mohawk Nation, to call upon Mohawk and Indigenous oral history experts or
to include a critical perspective to shed light on the other side of a debate
that has significant consequences that go beyond the realm of academia."
"For several decades, the historic presence of the Mohawk Nation in the
Saint Lawrence Valley has been under concerted attack in Quebec
academic circles, led notably by supporters of the Saint Lawrence Iroquois
theory, including historians Denys Delage and Alain Beaulieu that have
championed this theory. This version of history arose from non-Indigenous
academic circles, and is, in essence, a contemporary version of the terra
nullius (“no man’s land”) doctrine that was used to justify the appropriation of
Indigenous lands by European powers," the letter goes on to say.
"These articles portray a history that allows the Quebec population to
dissociate themselves from the responsibility of the dispossession of our
territory and counters any advancement in reconciliation between our
nations. In light of recent acts of reconciliation by Mayor Denis Coderre of
Montreal and Member of Parliament for Montreal Marc Miller, these types of
articles are counterproductive, have detrimental effects on our path forward
and taint our history among the Quebec population," said the Grand Chief.
To read the letter in its entirety and view the articles for reference, visit
www.kahnawake.com/answersback.
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